Hurricane Harvey Fact Sheet

$1,126,840
RETAIL TOOL VALUE

20,025

VOLUNTEERS EMPOWERED

148
EXTENDED OPERATING
HOURS

80,100
VOLUNTEER HOURS GIVEN
USING OUR TOOLS

1,279

TOTAL NUMBER OF
PROJECTS

In many ways, Hurricane Harvey was an accelerator to the ToolBank's growth. The storm
created an unprecedented need for tools, and we worked tirelessly to see that our member
agencies were able to get the equipment they needed. Since the storm, all Harvey-related
tool fees have been waived, saving member agencies $41,557 on 175 tool orders.
Like so many nonprofits in our area, the ToolBank saw an unbelievable response from
volunteers and donors alike, in Houston and all across the country. We have received over
$200,000 worth of tools donated since September 1st and volunteers have given 1500
hours of their time to our warehouse and office. We would like to thank our donors and
volunteers for providing us with invaluable support to meet the demand for tools in the
aftermath of the storm.

Harvey Housing Recovery Project
The Harvey Housing Recovery Project
emerged in the immediate aftermath of the
storm. With a mission of helping uninsured
homeowners rebuild through volunteer
efforts and community support, HHR
matches a team of volunteers and an
experienced project manager with each
reconstruction project.
"The ToolBank has allowed us to operate
without any monetary resources to speak of,"
said Kristina Bozoarth, founder and CEO of
HHR. "We have been able to complete
repairs on one home and finish the drywall
on four others. We have logged over 4,500
hours of direct rebuilding work in the
community, all with tools from the
ToolBank."
The ToolBank has not only empowered HHR
to clear and rebuild flooded homes, but our
inventory also enabled the creation of a
satellite ToolBank for residents of the hard
hit Canyon Gate community.
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